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On a hot July afternoon, a worker at an Antietam Creek construction site drives the blade of
his backhoe into a layer of soil - and strikes a 5,000-year-old human skull. The discovery
draws plenty of attention and a lot of controversy. It also changes the life of one woman in
ways she never expected.As an archaeologist, Callie Dunbrook knows a lot about the past. But
her own past is about to be called into question. Recruited for her expertise on the Antietam
Creek dig, she encounters danger - as a cloud of death and misfortune hangs over the project,
and rumors fly that the site is cursed.She finds a passion that feels equally dangerous, as she
joins forces in her work with her irritating, but irresistible, ex-husband, Jake. And when a
strange woman approaches her, claiming to know a secret about Callies privileged Boston
childhood, some startling and unsettling questions are raised about her very identity.Searching
for answers, trying to rebuild, Callie finds that there are deceptions and sorrows that refuse to
stay buried. And as she struggles to put the pieces back together, she discovers that the healing
process comes with consequences - and that there are people who will do anything to make
sure the truth is never revealed.
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Taglit-Birthright Israel (Hebrew: ?????), also known as Birthright Israel or simply Birthright,
is a not-for-profit educational organization that sponsors free ten-day heritage trips to Israel for
young adults of Jewish heritage, aged 18â€“ Taglit is the Hebrew word for discovery. History
- Trip organizers - Itinerary - Funding.
Definition of birthright.: a right, privilege, or possession to which a person is entitled by birth.
Birthright Israel seeks to ensure that every eligible young Jewish adult around the world,
especially the less connected, is given the opportunity to visit Israel on. The latest Tweets from
Birthright Israel (@birthright). Birthright Israel offers the gift of a free, day educational trip to
Israel for Jewish adults between the ages. Calling all the Birthright Israel Alumni! Submit your
most amazing photos to our Photo Contest which starts today! Prizes include a roundtrip ticket
to Israel. Called Taglit Birthright Israel, young adults ride camels, go on a night out in Tel
Aviv, visit Jerusalem, go rafting, and take pictures at the dead sea with mud on. Birthright
Israel has established basic guidelines governing eligibility for the Gift. In a nutshell, you're
eligible for if you're between the ages of , of Jewish. Travel to Israel with Birthright Israel for
an experience of a lifetime. URJ Kesher URJ Kesher is a Birthright Israel trip organizer. Each
trip is days and absolutely FREE. Eligible participants are Jewish young adults. In case of an
AFTER HOURS emergency on a Birthright Israel trip, please call ( ) Birthright Israel is an
innovative partnership between the people of Israel .
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